Fire Pot
Thank you for purchasing
rchasing the Concrete Encounter Fire Pot
for safe indoor enjoyment of the fire pit experience. This
device is intended to be used in a safe and responsible
manner in accordance to the following instructions and
warnings, as well as your good judgement. Keep away
from small children, keep unit within sight, and keep away
from combustibles.
PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA

WARNING:
TO PREVENT FIRE OR SERIOUS INJURY
Use 70% isopropyl rubbing alcohol or 91% isopropyl rubbing
alcohol. Do not use any solid fuel, gasoline, kerosene, propane,
or any other combustible materials as fuel.
3oz of isopropyl rubbing alcohol will burn for approximately 30
minutes.
Never overfill the reservoir, capacity is 3oz (half full).
Do not refill when the fire pot is still burning or when it is still hot.
Do not use the fire pot for more than 90 minutes at a time without
allowing it to cool completely.

LIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Place fire pot on a flat, stable and level surface away
from any combustible materials.
2. Pour up to 3 oz of 70% isopropyl rubbing alc
alcohol or
91% isopropyl rubbing alcohol into the reservoir. DO
NOT OVERFILL. The reservoir will be about halfway
full.
3. Light the fuel with a long lighter.
EXTIGUISHING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Do NOT blow out the flame. Cover the flame with a
non combustible flat object like a plate or pot cover to
extinguish. Be sure flame is completely out.
2. If there is residual fuel in the reservoir, be sure to
completely empty the unburned fuel before storage.

Never dip anything in the fuel or touch the flame.
Never put anything in the flame.
Do not move the fire pot when lit and keep it on a stable,
horizontal surface.
Keep at least 24”” side clearance and 48” overhead clearance to
any combustible materials.
If the concrete shows any signs of damage, discontinue use
immediately.
Never leave a lit fire pot unattended and parental supervision
required.
Use a long lighter to ignite.
If all of the fuel does not burn, always empty the unlit remaining
fuel from the reservoir before storage.
Wait at least 30 minutes after flame is extinguished before
storage to allow unit to cool.

DISCLAIMER
The Concrete Encounter Fire Pot is intended for the safe
use and proper care by the owner and its users.
Discontinue use of any Fire pot that shows any sign of
cracking or degradation. Failure to follow any of these
guidelines set forth and any neglect or misuse of this
product may result in serious personal or property damage
and/or serious injury or death.
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WARNING: TO PREVENT FIRE AND SERIOUS INJURY
Burn fire pot within sight. Keep away from drafts and vibrations. Keep out of reach of children and pets. Never burn
on or near anything that can catch fire. Follow the guidelines set above.
This product is intended to be used in accordance wi
with our guidelines and your common
on sense. Concrete Encounter,
LLC and/or
or any of its partners or retailers are not responsible for the safe use nor responsible for any damage
including but not limited to persons or property that may result from the use of this product. Failure to follow these
guidelines may result in fire hazards, personal or property damage, and serious injury or death. In using this fire pot,
you
u hold Concrete Encounter, LLC and any of its partners or retailers harmless and not liable for any damage or injury
that may occur from the use of this product. Copyright © Concrete Encounter,
nter, LLC. All rights reserved.

